Year 8 Humanities: Medieval Task

Rubric

Level 7-8

Criteria A: Knowing and Understanding
☐ I consistently used the correct language and terms throughout my written response.
☐ My work was very highly detailed and informative and constantly contained examples for demonstration.
☐ My work needed no further clarification and I explained all relevant concepts without any confusion.

Criteria B: Investigating
☐ I effectively followed the research process and checked in with my teacher at the end of every stage.
☐ My research was consistently focussed and clear and the information gathered related to the focus questions and enabled me to respond in detail.
☐ I used a wide variety of reliable resources and clearly and explicitly recorded and organised the information gathered on the Lotus Chart.

Criteria C: Communicating
☐ My written response was highly creative, organised, informative and engaging.
☐ I imparted all the required information clearly, explicitly and confidently.
☐ I have acknowledged all sources of information by using the correct method of in-text citations and a correctly formatted Harvard style bibliography using MyBib.

Criteria D: Thinking Critically
☐ I provided an in-depth consideration (exhibition model) and discussion (written response) of how societies (Medieval) are always developing in structure and expression of ideas.